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Subband coding is a digital encoding method that bandpass filters the signal to be digitized
into a set of subbands. Each subband signal is then independently encoded according to
perceptual criteria for its frequency band. The digital signals are multiplexed for transmission
and demultiplexed and decoded in the receiver. After decoding, the subband signals are
summed to give a reproduction of the output signal. The technique permits a greater control
over the spectral shape of the digital distortions in the digital encoding system.

This paper presents a design for an all digital two-band subband coder to provide "commen-
tary quality" speech and music over a single slot in a TI carrier system. It provides a 7-kHz
bandwidth at a transmission rate of 56kb/s with nonoticeable distortionsor noiseunder normal
"casual listening" environments. It provides a better quality and a more robust performance
than a previotisly discussed analog coder. The design incorporates a number of new digital
techniques, including quadrature mirror filtering and high quality analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog conversion circuits.

0 INTRODUCTION In this paper we present an all-digital design for the
implementation of a subband coder [I], [2] capable of

Subband coding is a waveform coding technique in achieving a bandwidth of 7 kHz and a bit rate of 56 kb/s,
which,the.input signal is partitioned into two or more which is compatihl? with a standard T1 voice line [4]. The
frequency bands by bandpass filters [1], [2]. In this paper design utilizes ADPCM encoding in subbands, thus provid-
we will only consider two band designs. Each subband is ing step-size adaptation and a combination of fixed and
translated (modulated) to dc (base band), sampled at its dynamic prediction. This work extends the earlier analog
Nyquist rate (a sampling rate equal to twice the width of the design of Johnston and Goodman [5] into a digital form
band), and then digitally encoded. The encoding is usually which is more suitable for hardware implementation, in-
performed by a technique such as adaptive PCM (APCM) corporates features that were not possible in the analog
(that is, PCM with an adaptive step size) or adaptive differ- version, and provides a better overall performance.
ential PCM (ADPCM) (that is, adaptive PCM encoding of The original coder proposed by Johnston and Goodman
the sample-to-sample difference signal [3]). [5] is illustrated in Fig. 1. The input speech is first divided

This process of dividing the signal into subbands permits into two subbands from 0 to 3.65 kHz and from 3.65 to 6.8
each subband to be preferentially encoded according to kHz, respectively. The subbands are sampled at 8 kHz and
perceptual criteria for that band. In reconstruction, the 7 kHz for the low and high bands, respectively, and coded
subband signals are decoded and bandpass translated (de- with ADPCM coding (with 4 bits per sample) in the low
modulated) back to their original bands. They are then band and ADPCM coding (with 3 bits per sample) in the
summed to give a replica of the original signal. The process upper band. The output bits from the coders are multiplexed
of modulation and demodulation is achieved as a result of for transmission over the channel. The inverse set of opera:
the combined operations of sampling and bandpass filtering tions takes place in the receiver.
(sometimes referred to as integer-band _ampling [1], [2]). The all-digital design overcomes a number of difficulties

involved in the initial analog approach. By taking advan-

* Presented at the 63rd Convention of the Audio Engineering tage of recently proposed techniques of quadrature mirror
Society,Los Angeles, 1979May 15- 18. filters (QMF) [6], the digital approach allows for a precise
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control of the frequency response of the system at the eliminated and the order of the FIR filters can be reduced to
Crossover frequency of the two filters (m 0.2-dB ripple 32 taps without affecting the performance of the coder. Fig.
versus 0 to -5-dB ripple for the earlier design). In this 2(a) illustrates the basic concept of the QMF bank and
paper we also propose new designs for the filters in the Fig. 2(b) depicts a spectral interpretation of its operation.
QMF approach, based on Hanning window designs, which It is assumed that the input signal to the coder is first

result in the above well-controlled passband behavior of the sampled and quantized to a PCM format (see Section 1.5).
system as well as a good control over the interband aliasing This signal is denoted by x(n), where n is the sample time
effects in the system. The QMF approach also eliminates (n = 0,1,2,.-.). The digital input signal x(n) is then digi-
the use of very high Q filters, which presented noise and tally filtered by two filters with impulse responses denoted
sensitivity problems in the earlier design. Finally the use of by h_(n) for the low-frequency band and h2(n) for the
the digital implementation avoids parameter drift and high-frequency band.
eliminates the need to pairwise tune the receiver with the According to the design requirements for the QMF [5],
transmitter, these are FIRfilters(sometimescalledtransversalfilters),

The "commentary quality" obtained from the coder is that is, hx(n) and h2(n) are zero for n < 0 and n > N - 1,
suitable for applications such as broadcast services for where N is the number of taps in the filter. Furthermore N is
news, correspondence, sports, and AM radio music trans- required to be an even number. Both hl(n ) and h2(n ) are
mission. Distortions and noise are not observable, under ' obtained from a lowpass prototype design h(n) such that
normal "casual listening" environments. The dynamic

' range of the coder is approximately 60 dB with less than h_(n) = h(n), n = 0,1,2,.-., N - 1 (la)

10% distortion and abandwidth of approximately 7 kHz. h2(n ) = (-1)nh(n), n = 0,1,2,..., N - 1 (lb)

I CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF * that is, h,(n) is identical to h(n) and h:(n) has the same
THE ALL-DIGITAL SUBBAND CODER coefficient values as h(n), except that the signs of odd-

numbered coefficients are reversed. Thus the design of one
. A properly designed all-digital implementation of the lowpass filter h(n) specifies all the coefficient values in thetwo-band coder avoids most of the difficulties encountered transmitter and receiver filters.

in the earlier analog approach. In this section we consider The lowpass prototype filter h(n) must be a symmetrical
the various alternatives offered by the digital approach and

filter in order to meet the QMF bank requirements [6], that
discuss their merits. In the next section we will present is,
parameters for afinal design based on these considerations.

h(n) = h(N - 1 - n), n = 0,1,2,...,N/2 - 1. (2)
1.1 Implementation of the Subband Filters

From Eqs. (la) and (lb) it is seen that this requirement
One of the most important aspects in the design of the yields a symmetrical impulse response forh _(n)(symmetri-

digital coder is the implementation of the filters. Although a cai about n = (N - 1)/2) and an antisymmetrical impulse
variety of alternatives exist for the implementation of these response for h2(n) (antisymmetrical about n -- (N - 1)/2).
filters, the QMF approach appears to be the most satisfac- · The z transforms of the impulse responses [7] describe
tory. For example, a direct IIR (infinite impulse response the frequency behavior of the filters, and we will let H(z),
[7]) digital filter approach which duplicates the analog H_(z), and H2(z) denote z transforms of h(n), h_(n), and
approach may be used. However the high Q's required for h2(n), respectively:
the IIR filters give rise to large-order limit cycles (nonlinear

oscillations) and require large digital word lengths for the H(z) = _ h(n)z -n. (3)
representation of the coefficients and data. A direct FIR n=-oo
(finite impulse response [7]) digital filter approach may also
be used to duplicate the analog approach. Although this When z = ej'°, H(e j'°) becomes the Fourier transform (the z

approach avoids the limit cycle problem and permits the use transform evaluated on the unit circle) and to denotes the
of shorter word lengths, it requires the use of large order frequency [in radians] normalized to the sampling fre-
(200-tap) transversal filters which are too costly for practi- ^

cai hardware implementation, h( )2n i_ ).nDY A CPM Yl{n) l:2 h(n)

Byusingthe QMF bankapproachpropoBedby Esteban x(n H(z)___ _(n)
and Galand [6], the requirement for sharp cutoff filters is

H2(Z)=HI(-Z) BAND 2 H2(Z )

t
8kHz _ I Hl(e TM) [ H2teTM) iI

SO} ._(t) 0.70; BAND 1 BAND 2 [

. ',
O fs/2

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Quadrature mirror filter bank. (b) Spectral interpreta-

Fig. 1. Analogsubbandcodec design, tion of itsoperation.
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quency. From Eqs. (2) and (3) it can be shown that coefficients are identical, except that their signs altemate
[Eqs. (2a) and (2b)]. This property allows both filters to be

H_(z) = H(z) simultaneously implemented with a single 32-tap filter by

H2(z) = H (- z) (4a) accumulating even and odd partial products and computing
yl(n) and y2(n) as the respective sums and differences of

or equivalently, thesepartial products,as seenin Fig. 3. Anotherfactorof
2 is saved in the implementation by computing only the

H_(e j°') = H(eJ'9 (5a) decimated outputs of the filters, that is, every other sample.

H2(&o,)= H(eJ(_ - ,o)). (5b) A similar efficient implementation for the receiver which
takes advantage of the mirror image properties is also pos-

Thus it is seen that the two filters H_(ej°') and H2(ej°') are sible [6].
mirror images about Da --- rr/2 [or equivalently the fre-

quency fs/4, where fs is the sampling frequency as illus- 1.2 Considerations in the Design of Filters for the
tratedinFig.2(b)]. OMFBank

The outputs of the filters are decimated (subsampled) by
a factor of 2 (that is, every other sample is discarded), Although Eqs. (1)-(7) and the fact that the filters must
producing the signals yl(n) and y2(n). They are encoded be symmetric even-order FIR filters specify a number of
with ADPCM coders. In the receiver the sampling rate is constraints on the QMF design, they do not specify an exact
restored (by inserting a zero-valued sample between each filter design. In this section we consider alternatives for this
pair of decoded samples _91(n) and Ps(n). They are then design.
filtered using a similar pair of filters H_(z) and Its(Z). The Our first approach to the design of the prototype filter
reconstructed output _(n) is then obtained as the difference Il(z) was to use a 32-tap optimal equiripple design based onthe well-known Remez exchange algorithm [8]. (This class
of the two subband signals, as seen in Fig. 2(a). Note that
with this approach the choice of the subbands is slightly of filters is often used in digital signal processing applica-
different from that of the earlier design in Fig. 1. In particu- tions.) This resulted in the filter characteristic shown in Fig.
lar, with an input sampling rate offs = 14 kHz, the lower 4(a). The filter has a passband ripple of -+0.76 dB and a
band extends from 0 to 3.5 kHz and the upper band from 3.5 stopband attenuation of 38 dB. To check the performance of
to7 kHz. thisfilterforthecoder,theimpulseresponseofthecircuitof

It can be shown that the magnitude of the overall fre- Fig. 2(a) was measured (by computer simulation) with theADPCM coders bypassed, that is,p_(n) = y(n) and_2(n) =
quency response of the system [from x(n) to._(n)], denoted
by IG(eJ'91,has the form [6]: ye(n). The total frequency response G(eJ_), shown in Fig.4(b), has a ripple on the order of -+1.5 dB, which is not

IG(eJ_)l_= IH,(eJ'_)l_+ IHe(e  )l . (6) satisfactory for music performance.
Another undesirable property of the equiripple filter is

In the frequency range 0 tof_/4, IH,(eJ°')l_ i and IH2(eJ"')l that the aliasing components from one subband occur with
0, and in the frequency rangefs/4 tOfs/2, IH,(eJ°')l_ 0 equal weight in the other subband, independent of their

and IH_(eJ°')l_ 1 [see Fig. 2(b)]. At the crossover fre- frequency (except at the transition region where they are
quencyfs/4 (that is, 00= rr/2) both filters contribute equally greater). For example, signal components around 500 Hi in
such that [Hx(ej''/2)ls= IH2(eJ_/2)[2= 1/2. Thus the lowpass the lower subband produce 6500 Hz aliasing components in
prototype filter H(e J'9should have an attenuation of 3 dB at the upper subband, which are attenuated by only 38 dB.
this frequency. Under these conditions it is seen that Since the spectra of most speech and music sounds tend to

fall off with increasing frequency, this implies that this
IG(eJ_)12_ 1. (7) aliasing component can represent a significant part of the

overall signal energy at 6500 Hz, as seen by the upper
Because the filters I-Il(z) and He(Z) are of relatively low

subband. Although this aliasing is canceled at the receiver,
order in practice, they have relatively broad transition it can interfere with the efficient coding of the actual signal
bands, and a significant amount of aliasing [7] occurs in
each subband after decimation in the transmitter. This alias- in the upper subband.

ing energy folds back into the subbands as depicted by the To avoid the problems with the equiripple filter, a pro-
shaded regions in Fig. 2(b). At the receiver, interpolation totype filter design based on a 32-tap Hanning window

with filters Hi(Z)and H2(Z)leaves significant energy out- +z-_(°l---il_h _,f"_nl_+

side of each band. However, because of the special nature - · n)
of the QMF bank described by Eqs. (1)-(7), the aliasing
components which occur due to the decimation process in xIn)
the transmitter are exactly canceled (to the level of the

quantization noise of the coders) by the interpolation pro- - - _._ .,_h(31)

in the receiver. An analysis of the circuit, as given in h(,) ,(31)/ _/ '-'-_YY:,(/ x

cess

[6], shows that the output signal._(n) is a delayed version of
the input signal x(n) with some added quantization noise, n)

As seen in Eq. (2), the mirror image relationship of the Fig. 3. Efficient implementation of the quadrature mirror filter
filters Hx(z) and H2(z) results in the condition that their bank in the transmitter.
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design [7] is proposed for QMF designs. This filter has the quency. Thus aliasing between frequency components
frequency response characteristic shown in Fig. 5(a). Al- which are widely separated is attenuated by a larger amount
though the transition region from the passband to the stop- than frequencies that are closely spaced. For example,
band is broader than in the equiripple filter, it can be seen aliasing between 500 Hz and 6500 Hz is attenuated by about
that the stopband attenuation increases with increasing fre- 70 dB, whereas aliasing between 3000 Hz and 4000 Hz is

attenuated by only about 20 dB. Thus the Hanning filter
provides a better control of the aliasing between subbands.

(a) [ A second advantage of the Hanning filter design is seen in
o --v--:-._- _-,--,-_ Fig. 5(b) which shows the overall frequency response

\ G(e j°') of the coder with Hanning filters. Because of the
-20- _ nearlyflatfrequencyresponseof theHanningfilterin the

passband,the largestripple,measurednearthe transition
region, wasonlyontheorderof -+0.2dB,whichismuch

tau-40 [/_/r_/h f_/r_/t_r better than that of the equiripple filter in Fig. 4(b). The

= II I y I I Hanningfilterdesignis thereforerecommendedas a good

E, choice for the design of a QMF subband coder.
-60

:E Table 1 gives the coefficient values h(0)-h(15) for the
first symmetric half of an N = 32 tap prototype filter h(n),

-8c which was used in our final design. Values for h(16)-
h(31) can be obtained from Eq. (2), and values for h_(n) and

I t i I J I h2(n) can be obtained from Eqs. (1 a) and (1 b). It should be
noted that this is not a Hanning filter design but, in fact, a

4 l(b) designthat wasfurthertailoredto our needs(a Hanning

__ designalsoworkssatisfactorily,however).It resultsin an
I rx _ rx r_ A ^ ^ ,-, overall ripple in IG(eJ'°)lof _+0.025 ;:lB. In the stopband the

_ ol V V V. v a_L/ V V\i_1 I largest ripple (nearest to the transition band) peaks at -38

dB, andthe smallestripple(farthestfromthe transition
band)peaksat -49 dB.Thewidthofthetransitionregion

-2 between the passband and the stopband is approximately
600 Hz (assuming a 14-kHz sampling rate).O I 2 3 4 5 6 7

FREQUENCY (kHz)

1.3 Considerations of Subband Partitioning and _Fig. 4. (a) Frequency response of the 32-tap equiripple filter. (b)
Overall frequency response of coder based on this filter design. Intermodulation Distortion

(a)' Dividing the speech band into subbands and coding each
o subbandseparatelypermitseachsubbandto be preferen-

_N_ tially encoded according to perceptual criteria for that band.

Quantizing noise can be contained within each band and
-20 prevented from masking signals outside of the band. As

moresubbandsareused,however,morealiasingcompo-
ta nents must be canceled between subbands, particularlyo -40

when using the QMF approach with lower order (16-32-
tap)filters.(TheQMFapproachcanbe extendedto morec9

_< -60 than two subbands by further partitioning each of the two

Table 1. Coefficients for a 32-Tap (N = 32)
-80 PrototypeFilterforaQMFbank.

I I I I h(0) = 0.002245
h(1) = -0.003971

4 h(2) = -0.001970
h(3) = 0.008182

(b) h(4) = 0.000843"0

2 - h(5) = -0.014229
ara h(6) = 0.002069

h(7) = 0.022704i.--0 --_
h(8) = -0.007962

(.9 h(9) = -0.034964
-2- h(10)= '0.019472

I I I I I I h(ll)= 0.054812
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 h(12) = -0.044524

FREQUENCY (kHz) , h(13) = -0.099339
h(14)= 0.132973

Fig. 5. (a) Frequency response of the 32-tap Hanning filter. (b) //(15) = 0.463674
Overall frequency response of coder based on this filter design.
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subbands according to a" tree" structure [6]). If a coder in a The robust step- size adaptation is based on the relation
particular subband is temporarily overloading, some of this
aliasing is not canceled and appears as "intermodulation A(n) = [A(n -- 1)]_.M(b(n - 1)) (8a)
distortion"; thus a careful trade must be made between the

where iX(n) is the step size (that is, the spacing betweenchoice of the number of subbands, the order of the FIR
filters, the number of bits used for quantization, and the quantizer levels) used for encoding (decoding) at the nth

time sample and iX(n - 1) is the step size that was used forresulting quantization and intermodulation distortion. By
increasing the number of subbands a better performance the (n - l)th time sample. The value of iX(n - 1) is raised
due to the subband partitioning can be obtained provided to a power/3, where /3 --< 1 is a coder parameter (to be
that the length of the FIR filters is simultaneously increased discussed in more detail later). It is then multiplied by a
(thus increasing the complexity and the amount of process- (positive) scale factor M(-) which is a function of the

previous code word b(n - 1) to give the step-size estimate
ing required of the hardware). The two-band approach iX(n). The choice of specific scale factor parameters M(.)
presented here represents one compromise between hard- as a function of the code word will be discussed in greater
ware complexity and performance, detail in Section 2.3. In addition the step size iX(n) is

restricted to the range
1.4 Design of the ADPCM Coders

The ADPCM coders use a single predictor loop and the iXrnin _ iX(n) _ Ama x (8b)
robust step-size adaptation algorithm of Goodman and Wil- where Ami n and Ama x are the minimum and maximum
kinson [9]. It is a modification of the algorithm of Jayant, allowed values of ix(n). The ratio iXmax/iXmin is typically on
Flanagan, and Cummisky [3]. Fig. 6 illustrates a block the order of1024, and thus provides a dynamic range on the
diagram of the coder for one of the subbands. The input order of 60dB for the coders while maintaining A(n) within
subband signal to be coded is yi(n). Prior to encoding, a the range of the digital arithmetic.
predicted version ofyE(n) is determined in a feedback path In general if the previous codeword b(n - 1) indicates
(the differential parts of ADPCM) around the quantizer, and that an upper (positive or negative) quantizer level was used
this value is subtracted from ye(n). The difference signal in encoding, a value of M(-) > I is used to increase the size
e_(n) is then quantized with a PCM quantizer with an of the new step size iX(n). If b(n - 1)indicates that a lower
adaptive step size AE(n). Since this difference signal is (positive or negative) amplitude level was used by the
generally smaller in amplitude than the signal ye(n), a quantizer, a value of M(-) < 1 is used to reduce the estima-
smaller step size can be used for encoding, thus reducing tion of the new step size ix(n). Thus the step-size adaptation
the total quantization noise introduced by the quantizer [3]. algorithm is constantly attempting to adjust the step size
The output of the quantizer is the bit stream bi(n) which is

iX(n) such that it tracks the rms level of the signal and scales
transmitted to the receiver. The quantized signal is also the quantizer characteristic to span the amplitude range of
decoded to give the signal _n), which is the quantized
version of el(n). This signal is the input signal to the the signal.

The proportion of the amplitude range that is spanned by
predictor feedback loop. The signal _E(n) is the decoded the quantizer at aparticular time [that is, for a particular step
version of the signal yi(n), and it is used to form the size iX(n)] determines its "loading" [10]. Iftherangeofthe
predicted signal tbr the next time sample. The signal._i(n) is quantizer is too small relative to the signal range, the
delayed for one time sample and then multiplied by the

quantizer will overload and clip the signal. If it is too large,
coefficient ch to form the new predicted signal. The value of the quantizer step size will be too large, and this will result
the predictor parameter ch will be discussed in more detail in an excessive quantization error or noise (often referred toin Section 2,2.

In the receiver a modified version of this circuit is used as granular noise). Thus the proper "loading" of the quan-
tizer is an important factor in maintaining a good reproduc-

for ADPCM decoding [3]. The received bit stream bi(n) is tion of the signal. The loading is controlled by the choice of
used to control the step-size adaptation, and it is decoded to the parameters/3 and M(-). By taking the logarithm, Eq.
produce the quantized difference signal _E(n). A similar
feedback circuit is used to obtain the decoded signal Pi(n), (8a) can be written in the form

which is the output for the ADPCM decoder. Thus the d(n) =/3d(n - 1) + m(b(n - 1)) (9a)
decoder circuit is similar to the coder circuit, except that the

quantizer becomes a decoder and the signals yl(n) and el(n) where

are not present [3]. d(n) = log A(n) (9b)

m(.) = log M(.). (9c)

__ i_BITS The step-size adaptation is then implementedby the circuit

- Z_i(n),_ -, shown in Fig. 7. The first table lookup converts values of
STEP-SIZE b(n - 1) to m(b(n - 1)) values, and the second table

ADAPTATION lookup implements the exponential conversion from d(n)

_ I zl'_ll_ I ;- _i (n) to A(n). Thus it is seen that the adaptation circuit consists oftwo table lookups and a first-order recursive digital ill-
Fig. 6. ADPCMcoder. ter which can easily be implemented in digital hard-
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ware. Choices for the values of M(.) will be discussed in below):

Section3. [ ar ](_-_)/(_-_+:,,
An extra dc input (1 - fl)dc is also applied to the circuit L = L_-_ .I (13)

in Fig. 7, and it is used to control the loading of the

quantizer. Thus Eq. (9a), in practice, is modified to the where 3' is a constant related to the statistics of the signal
form and the multipliers m(.). Typical values of 3' are on the

order of 0.1.

d(n) = fld(n - 1) + m(b(n - 1) + (1 - fl)dc (10) The derivation of Eq. (13) can be obtained by examining
the "steady-state" condition of Eq. (10) such that, "staffs-

where, in practice, dc is chosen to have a value of approxi- tically," d = d(n) = d(n - 1). The "statistical" value of
mately m(b(n)) = tn can then be derived as

dc _ log(Amax/10). (11) -
m = (1 - fl) (d - dc). (14)

The reasons for this modification will be discussed below.
As shown by Mitra [10], r_ is related to the loading factor LIn the remainder of this section we will discuss some

theoretical aspects of the quantizer loading. Further infor- according to

mation can be obtained from [3], [9], [10]. r_ = 3' log L. (15)
The adaptation leakage factor fl, chosen to be fl =

127/128, forces the realignment of the step sizes between Under the above "steady-state" condition the estimate 6-is
transmitter and receiver after channel errors occur. Re-

alignment will also occur when the step size reaches its 6' = K exp(d) (16)

maximum or minimum value according to Eq. (8b), even if where K is a constant of proportionality. Substituting Eq.
fl were chosen to be 1. However, for music signals several (16) into Eq. (12) and solving for d then givesminutes may pass before this maximum or minimum is

achieved. Since the cancellation of aliasing in the QMF d = log ar - log L - log K. (17)
bank depends strongly on the exact tracking of the step sizes
in each subband, it is therefore preferable to use a value of fl At the optimum input signal intensity level ar = are, L =
< 1 to dissipate any effects of channel errors more rapidly. 1, d = de, and Eq. (17) becomes

Another effect of the leakage due to fl is that the log oftbe
step size, thatis, d(n)in Fig. 7, tends todecay to zero in the de = log arc - log K. (18)

absence of the inputs m(b(n - 1)) and (1 - fl)de. By Substituting Eqs. (17) and (18) into Eq. (14) and canceling
adding the term (1 - fl)dc the step size toward which d(n) terms gives
decays can be set to any arbitrary level. This can be used to

help compensate for the effect of fl when 13 < 1 on the m = (1 - fl) (log or - log L - log are) (19)
loading of the quantizer.

The quantizer loading L is defined as and finally, equating Eqs. (15) and (19) and solving for L
gives the desired expression for the quantizer loading in Eq.

L = o-/6- (12) (13).

where ar is a statistical estimate of the rms input signal

intensity and 6' is the estimate of ar by the adaptation 1.5 A/D and D/A Conversion

algorithm (which is proportional to the step size A) [10]. Another consideration in the design of the all-digital

Thus L is a theoretical measure of how well the adaptation coder is that of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog con-
algorithm tracks the actual rms signal level (L = 1 is ideal), version preceding and following the coder. Conceptually it
At some optimum signal intensity, denoted by' arc, this is possible to simply low-pass filter the input analog signal
loading is equal to l, and the performance of the coder is to 6.7 kHz and quantize it with a PCM quantizer. At the

maximized. For signal intensities above are, L is greater output the equivalent digital-to-analog conversion can be
than 1 (for fl < 1), and the quantizer begins to overload, performed followed by a similar analog low-pass filter. The
Similarly for ar < are, L is less than l, and the coder is

problem with this straightforward approach is that it re-
dominated by granular noise. In practice are is set to the quires sharp-cutoff large-order (20th-order elliptic) analog
normal operating level of the coder [10]. This dependence filters. These filters would be subject to the same accuracy,
of L on o- can be expressed in the following form (derived noise, and group-delay problems encountered in the analog

coder discussed in the Introduction and would thus defeat

H-B)dc the entire purpose of the all-digital coder design.

TABLE_. ToEAo_KUPI TO avoid the above problems, the analog-to-digital and

conversion is performed in two'stages as

' / ; shown in Fig. 8. For digital-to-analog conversion theb(n-l) iLOOl<Upi d(n) fi(n) digital-to-analog

/
z-[_ analog input signal s(t) is prefiltered with a 5th-order LCellipticfilter with a frequencyresponseas shown in Fig.

Fig. 7. Step-size adaptation circuit. 9(a). The edge of the passband is at 8.5 kHz. Since most of
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the group-delay distortions, amplitude sensitivity, and ring- signal Sl(t ) is stored in a sample and hold and presented to a
ing of the analog filter occur near this frequency, these 12-bit analog-to-digitai converter through a gain, G = 1.
distortions are outside the relevant signal band. The stop- The output of the analog-to-digital converter is stored in the
band of the analog filter begins at 15.5 kHz, allowing atotal first 12bitsofa 16-bit shift register with the remaining 4bits
transition region of 7kHz. Because of this broad transition zeroed out. If the first two most significant bits (MSB) are
region it is a low-Q filter. This, coupled with the fact that it zero, the gain selector is switched to a gain G = 4 and the
is a passive LC filter, results in a design that does not suffer analog-to-digital conversion is repeated. To compensate for
from noise or sensitivity problems. The dashed line in Fig. this gain, the bits in the 16-bit shift register are shifted 2 bits
9(a) shows the frequency response of the aiiasing compo- tothe right. Ifthe first4bits are foundtobe zero, againof G
nent after PCM conversion at 28 kHz. Since this aliasing is = 16 and a shift of 4 bits is used. In this way the analog-to-
mostly in the 7- 14-kHz region, it is later removed by the digital conversion has a 12-bit accuracy and a 16-bit
digitalfilter, dynamicrange.

The digital filter is a 96-tap sharp-cutoff FIR filter with An extra benefit of the above design is that the digital
the frequency response shown in Fig. 9(b). It has a pass- filter removes one-half of the quantization noise introduced
band ripple of +0.76 dB, a transition region from 6.7 to 7 by the analog-to-digitai conversion, thus enhancing the
kHz, and a 55-dB stop-band attenuation. Since the output of signai-to-noise ratio by an additional 3 dB. The output of
the filter is decimated by a factor of 2, only every other the analog-to-digital conversion is therefore a "clean"
sample of the output needs to be computed. Also, since this PCM signal with effectively 12.5 bits of accuracy and 16
filter is an all-digital FIR filter, it can be implemented with bits of dynamic range. A similar high-quality digital-to-
any degree of accuracy desired and therefore does not suffer analog conversion is achieved with the reverse set of opera-
from any of the drift, noise, or group-delay problems en- tions illustrated in Fig. 8(b).
countered in analog filters.

The analog-to-digital conversion in Fig. 8(a) is achieved 1.6 Overall SystemConsiderations

by a two-stage process according to Fig. 10. The input The commentary quality coder is designed for a trans-
mission rate of 56 kb/s to be compatible with a 56-kb/s_ r_

I I ' ' I zK"Zl ' 'tn_="' _"'ANL_LOFGSl(t)_. PCkM_o_16_sln) Dataphone digital service (DDS)port. This bit rate is

sit)

k.z achievedbytheuseof 4-bitADPCMencodinganda 7-kHz
s,hO.OE. samplingrateineachsubband.ELLIPTIC

Ia) If the coder is used at the 64-kb/s T1 interface, a 5-bit
ADPCM coding may be used in the lower subband for an

^ PCM n ,01G_=TvA L PCM_,, A,..^_OC _lt) even better overall quality. This results in a 63-kb/s coderS In) ·

t4 kHzI -- I -10_YkHZ]- Zek.El-_-J- '[O_g_kHZJ design.
(b)

Fig. 8. Ia) A/D conversion circuit. (b) D/A conversion circuit. 2 CODER PERFORMANCE FOR
SPEECH AND MUSIC

In the previous section the details of the design of the

0 .... L_-to. IdB all-digital coder have been explained. However, the values

'_m)-_ of the parameters which control the characteristics of pre-

diction and step-size adaptation in the coder were left un-

specified. These parameters must be carefully tailored to
the characteristics of the signals that are to be coded. In this
section we consider the issues involved in properly select-
ing these parameters.

It is generallyfoundthat the mostcriticalsignalsto
-40 ...... _ --_ _--.. ./ I_ encode are those of music. A coder designed for good

t-_ I I _ I I I i I 'IX/ J t \1 II \V/ I

= performancefor musicsoundswillgenerallyhavea satis-

factoryperformanceforspeech.0 '--iV +O.76dB '
aE ' The statistics of a number of musical sounds are first

(b) _,
-20

_.o-60 ( t ) I_

-80 J i _ ,_ _ i I J i I I t6 BIT REGISTER /
0 7 14 /

· e_ , t6 BIT PCM
FREQUENCY (kHz) J't2 BIT ACCURACY

1. t6 BIT DYNAMIC RANGE
Fig. 9. (a) 5th-order analog LC elliptic filter. (b) 96th order
digital filter for A/D and D/A conversion circuits. Fig. 10. Two-step A/D converter circuit..q , r.
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examined. The coder parameters are then chosen to provide The (loud) guitar has more high-frequency energy than any
a "commentary grade" performance over a wide range of of the other signals and a local spectral dynamic range of
instrumental and vocal music without sacrificing any group nearly 40 dB. The flute has a highly resonant spectrum with
ofmusical sounds. The performance of the coder is then only 2 or 4 major harmonics of extremely high Q (over
analyzed with these parameters. 50-dB peaks). The trumpet also has high-Q (40-dB) reso-

nances. It has more high-frequency harmonics, however,
2.1 Characterization of Music and Vocal Sounds and a substantially different time waveform.

The attack characteristics of the waveforms, as well as
There are two important items that relate to the coder the spectra of each instrument, contribute significantly to

when considering the characterization of music signals, the perceptual information. In our examples the vocal,
They are (1) the frequency spectra of the signal (long term orchestral, and flute sounds generally exhibit an attack that
and short term) and (2) the amplitude behavior of the signal, is smooth and not overly rapid. The guitar, by nature,

Music, unlike speech, is characterized by many different exhibits a very rapid attack which the ADPCM coder must
individual spectra [ 11]. Instead of a small number of reso- follow in order to preserve the character of the instrument.
nances (formants) as in speech, music sounds may have Trumpets (and other brass instruments) exhibit an attack

highly complicated spectra, over a short term, which are that can vary according to the wishes of the performer, from
constructed from many fundamentals and their harmoni- slow to fairly rapid.
cally (and in some cases nonharmonically) related tones. This group of sounds andinstruments,while by no means
These fundamentals may be as low as 16 Hz (pipe organ 32' exhaustive, has been selected to present an array of some of
stops) or as high as 10- 12 kHz (triangles). Thus in music the more difficult conditions.
one seeks to find a characterization of sound that allows a

predictor that works well on all sounds without sacrificing 2.2 Selection of Predictor Coefficients
one or more particular instruments.

In Fig. 11 we present typical waveforms and their spectra The choice of the predictor coefficients al (lower band)
for a number of musical sounds: vocal, full orchestra, guitar and a2 (upper band) controls the values of the predicted
(soft), guitar (loud, popular), flute, and trumpet. (Also, see signal that are subtracted from the input signal yi(n) (i = 1,
Table 2 for the source of these sounds). 2, see Fig. 6). If the values of these coefficients are equal to

The vocal and full orchestra sounds are characterized by the sample-to-sample correlations which are present in the
very complicated time waveforms and spectra. Their signals to be coded, then the signal-to-noise ratiosS/N are
spectra drop by about 40 dB across the total (0- 7-kHz) maximized [3]. In coding speech signals, maximizing S/N
band. Across any narrow frequency range, however, the usually increases the perceived quality; thus the prediction
dynamic range is only on the order of 20 dB for the full coefficient is set to the average sample-to-sample correla-
orchestra and 30 dB for vocal sounds. The (soft) guitar has a tion value fo(speech. Coders for music signals, however,
rapid rolloff in energy across the spectrum (about 60 dB) experience a much greater range of signals, often with

with a localized 'spectral dynamic range of about 30 dB. greatly different values of sample-to-sample correlations.

VOCAL GUITAR (LOUD-POPULAR) ''

- (LOUD-POPULARV
I t I I t I I [ I I I I I { I I I I I

FULL ORCHESTRA 'J_' I FULL- FLUTEI 1 _1' FLUTE 4

· "0

< o _< o
{ { } { { I [ { I [ [ I{,

{ { [ { I [ [ I [ [ } I [ I { I { I [ { I { {
0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 0 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 0 t 2 4 5 6 7

TIME (msec) FREQUENCY IkHz) TIME (msecl FREQUENCY (kHz)

· (a) (b)

Fig. 11. Typical waveforms and spectra for different musical sounds.
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This variation in sample-to-sample correlation must be con- cally fiat noise spectrum. These nonharmonic tones have an
sidered and the objective of maximizing S/N reconsidered, undesirable musical content, whereas the flat quantization

To determine appropriate choices for a_ and a2 the noise is simply perceived as a low-level noise with no
sample-to-sample correlation was measured for the upper musical content. A reasonable compromise for the fixed
and lower subband signals for a number of different musical predictor value for the lower subband, based on informal
sounds. Table 2 shows the sample-to-sample correlations listening, was found to be c_ -- 0.16.
observed for typical passages of the sounds in the upper and
lower subbands. The fact that the correlations for the upper 2.3 Selection of Step-Size Adaptation Parameters
band are negative is a consequence of the frequency inver-
sion of that band due to the modulation and decimation in The dynamic amplitude behavior of each subband was

examined to obtain an indication of the appropriate values
the quadrature mirror filter.

It can be observed that the correlations in the upper band for M(.) in the step-size adaptation of the ADPCM coders.

are fairly consistent, with an average that runs from -0.69 Table 3 shows the values of M(.) used in initial experimentsto observe the behavior of the coders. An examination of
to -0.85. This consistency allows the use of a predictor
coefficient a2 = -0.82, which gives good results for most the error signals, and informal listening observations, indi-
sounds, cated that the upper band was adapting satisfactorily. The

lower band, however, showed signs of overloading in theThe lower band, however, shows no consistency in the
attack portions of the signal. The highest multiplier was

sample-to-sample correlation and it has a range of -0.24 therefore modified, as shown in Table 3, to prevent this
(trumpet) to +0.98 (guitar). Because of this large diversity,
a fixed predictor value cannot be selected which is best for distortion during the attack. This resulted in a coder per-formance that had a 0.5-dB lower S/N but a better per-
all sounds. The use of the average value (about 0.5) does not
lead to good performance, especially for signals that have ceived performance due to the elimination of the overload-
lower correlations. In informal listening it was observed lng. (A careful balance between the selection of predictor
that the use of high predictor values (a_ = 0.6) on signals coefficients and adaptation coefficients is necessary to corn-
with relatively low sample-to-sample correlations caused pletely control slope overload in the attack regions.)

In the 63-kb/s coder design the selection of M(.) values
more objectionable degradations than the use of low predic-
tor values (al = 0.2) on signals with high sample-to-sample in the lower band was modified to give a coder with a 5-dB
correlation. An examination of the distortion introduced by betterS/N performance than the 56-kb/s coder. This selec-

the use of a high predictor value on a relatively uncorrelated tion, also shown in Table 3, shows an increased overhead
signal showed that the coder was often driven into slope for attack and virtually eliminates any problems of over-
overload. This caused intermodulation distortion which loading.

appeared as lines in the error spectrum instead of the typi- 2.4 S/N Performance of the Coder

Table 2. Range of Sample-to-Sample Fig. 12 illustrates plots of the rms signal energy and S/NCorrelations* for music sounds.? as a function of time for the various concatonated musical

sounds. It is seen that the signal intensity between theSubband1 Subband2
Sound Min Max Max Min different musical sounds can vary by as much as 18 dB. The

56-kb/s coder maintained a relatively constant S/N of
Vocal 0.54 0.93 -0.40 -0.90 about 19.2 dB across all of these sounds. The 63-kb/s coder
Full orchestra 0.42 0.77 -0.77 -0.89
Guitar (soft) 0.74 0.98 -0.61 -0.89 shows a similar S/N response, except that it is increased by
Guitar (loud, popular) 0.00 0.71 -0.59 -0.93
Flute 0.67 0.95 -0.41 -0.81
Trumpet -0.24 0.51 -0.61 -0.90 Table 3. M(i) Values for step-size adaptation·

* Correlation ismeasured over 256 sample blocksaccording to: Lower Subband
255 Quantizer Initial ModifiedModified

y(n)y(n - 1) Step Upper Values Values Valuesi Subband (4 bits) (4 bits) (5 bits)
?l=l

C = 255 I 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

y2(n) 2 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.93 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
n=l 4 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9

5 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.9
? Thesourcesofthemusicsoundsare: 6 1.6 1.6 1.6 0.9

Vocal StarlandVocalBand,"AmericanTune,"Wind- 7 2.0 2.0 2.0 1
songBHL1-13515. 8 2.4 2.4 3.0 1

Fullorchestra EugeneOrmandy,PhiladelphiaOrchestra, 9 1.2
andtrumpet MarchAlbum,"TrumpetVoluntary"by 10 1.2

JeremiahClarke,MasterworksMG32314. 11 1.6
Flute Oslo Philharmonic/Odd Gruner-Hegge Con- 12 1.6

ductor,"PeerGyntState--Morning,by 13 2
EdvardGrieg,RCAVictrolaVICS1067S. 14 2

Guitar(soft PaulSimon,"ThereGoesRhymin'Simon," 15 3
and loud, "Take Me to the Mardi Gras," CBS/Colum- 16 3.75
popular) bia KC32280.
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5dB. nearlyallAMreceivers.Thebitrateofthecoderisthesame
In Fig. 13 the rms signal intensities and S/N are plotted as that of an ordinary/x-law coder which allows the use of

separately for the upper and lower subbands. It is seen that this coder in a normal slot of a T1 system. The 56-kb/s rate
the lower subband generally has a larger signal intensity is acceptable to the DDS network and can be used at any
than the upper subband and that the proportion of energy place where a DDS port is available. It would be possible
between these two bands varies with different musical for stations to replace existing leased lines, commonly used
sounds. The S/N for the lower subband fluctuates around a for remote music and voice, with a DDS port, thus eliminat-
value of 19.2 dB (for the 56-kb/s coder). In the upper ing the analog transmission part of the system. This would
subband the S/N fluctuates around a value of 21.9 dB with provide a greater measure of robustness along with an
the exception of the flute, which has virtually no signal improved dynamic range and frequency response.
energy in the upper band.
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